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Bill C-50 - Minister of Justice 
An Act to amend the Criminal Code (interception of private communications and 
related warrants and orders) also known as the Improving Access to Investigative 
Tools for Serious Crimes Act 
Introduced October 29, 2010 
Bill Narrative / Descriptor: 

The amendments are designed to streamline the application process when 
specific court orders or warrants need to be issued in relation to an investigation 
for which a judge has given a wiretap authorization. 

In response to recent court decisions in British Columbia and Ontario, 
amendments are also proposed to section 184.4 of the Criminal Code, which 
provides authority for wiretapping without a warrant in exceptional circumstances, 
such as a kidnapping or a potential bomb threat. The amendments being 
proposed would enhance privacy safeguards by adding requirements to notify 
persons who were intercepted under this provision and to report annually on the 
number of intercepts being done when private communications are intercepted in 
these exceptional circumstances. Such requirements already exist in relation to 
other Criminal Code wiretap authorities. (The amendments were previously 
included in Bill C-31 introduced in the Second Session of the 40th Parliament.) 

Bill C- 50 would provide law enforcement with access to the technical tools in 
order to investigate serious crime, including kidnapping and murder. 

First, it would provide for a single process for obtaining court orders relating to an 
investigation for which a wiretap authorization was obtained. Under this process 
the contents of all the applications would be sealed in a single package in order 
to maintain secrecy for the purpose of not jeopardising and undermining the 
ongoing investigation. Second, the Bill will create new safeguards for section 
184. 4 of the Code to permit the interception of private communications in 
exceptional circumstances. These safeguards will remedy Charter defects of the 
current provisions noted by the Courts. 

Explanation of any Omissions to the Questions Below: 

No detailed cost information is available because there are no costs 
associated with this bill 

The bill will ensure that an existing provision (re: wiretaps in exceptional 
circumstances) fully respects the Charter. The streamlined application process 
for other court orders should improve investigative powers and not add costs. 
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What are the incremental cost estimates broken down by Capital, 
Operations & Maintenance and Other categories? 

Not applicable. An explanation has been provided under the heading 
"Explanation of any Omissions to the Questions below". 

What is the baseline departmental funding requirement excluding the 
impacts of the bills and Acts, broken down by Capital, Operations and 
Maintenance and Other categories? 

Not applicable within the context referred to in the overview document. 

What are the total departmental Annual Reference Level (ARL), including all 
quasi-statutory and non-quasi-statutory items, including Capital, 
Operations and Maintenance and Other categories, including the 
incremental cost estimates? 

Not applicable. Reference is to be made to the overview document and 
comments in relation to Annual Reference Levels. 

What are the detailed cost accounting, analysis and projections, including 
assumptions, for each of the bills and Acts, conducted in accordance with 
the Treasury Board Guide to Costing? 

As noted above, no detailed cost information is available because there are no 
costs associated with this bill. 

The bill will ensure that an existing provision (re wiretaps in exceptional 
circumstances) fully respects the Charter. The streamlined application process 
for other court orders should improve investigative powers and not add costs. 
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